"The Logical Song" Supertramp

When I was ___________ it seemed life was so ______________, a ____________
Oh it was beautiful, ____________________
And all the __________ in the_____________,
Well ________________ so ________________
Joyfully, ________________ so _______________{me
But then they __________ me ______________ to teach me how to be______________ *
_________________, practical
("sensible"= reasonable)
And they __________ me a __________ where I could be _______________clinical, cynical

There are __________ when all the _______________________
The questions __________ so __________ for such a ______________________
_____________ you________________, please tell me what ________________________?

I know it __________________________ but please ______________ who ____________.

Now __________ what you say or __________________________ you a radical, ____________, fanatical, ______________________
_____________ you ____________ your name?
_____________ to see__________________________
Respectable, presentable, a __________________________

________________ times when ___________ world's asleep
The ______________ run ______________ for __________ a simple man ___________ you please, _______________________ what we've learned?
I know ___________________ absurd but please tell me __________________.